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Museum specimens offer a largely untapped resource for detecting morphological shifts in response to climate change. However, morphological shifts
can be obscured by shifts in phenology or distribution or sampling biases.
Additionally, interpreting phenotypic shifts requires distinguishing whether
they result from plastic or genetic changes. Previous studies using collections
have documented consistent historical size changes, but the limited studies of
other morphological traits have often failed to support, or even test, hypotheses. We explore the potential of collections by investigating shifts in the
functionally significant coloration of a montane butterfly, Colias meadii,
over the past 60 years within three North American geographical regions.
We find declines in ventral wing melanism, which correspond to reduced
absorption of solar radiation and thus reduced risk of overheating, in two
regions. However, contrary to expected responses to climate warming, we
find melanism increases in the most thoroughly sampled region. Relationships
among temperature, phenology and morphology vary across years and complicate the distinction between plastic and genetic responses. Differences in
these relationships may account for the differing morphological shifts
among regions. Our findings highlight the promise of using museum specimens to test mechanistic hypotheses for shifts in functional traits, which is
essential for deciphering interacting responses to climate change.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘Biological collections for
understanding biodiversity in the Anthropocene’.

1. Introduction

Electronic supplementary material is available
online at https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.
figshare.c.4257302.

The evidence for organismal responses to climate change predominantly consists
of shifts in phenology, distribution and abundance [1]. However, some studies
have shown that species’ morphologies are also shifting in response to climate
change. These studies are often limited to exploring shifts in body size [2,3], and
whether body size shifts are driven by plasticity or evolution is often unknown.
Museum specimens represent a largely untapped resource for detecting shifts in
functional phenotypes beyond size [4,5]. Coupling phenotype measurements
with genetic data, experimental data or models may reveal whether phenotypic
shifts result from plasticity or evolution. Here, we explore the prospects for
using natural history collections to detect morphological responses of populations
and species to climate change via evolution or plasticity.
Multiple, often interacting, responses to climate change can limit phenotypic
responses [6]. Shifts through space or time can enable organisms to track their
environmental niche and reduce the need for phenotypic change. Plasticity can
hinder genetic adaptation by reducing the strength of selection or it can facilitate
genetic adaptation by enabling persistence through climate change [7]. Complex
life cycles, such as life stages differing in thermal sensitivities, buffering capacities
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solar radiation via closed wing basking and (ii) longer setae
on the thorax reduce convective heat loss [26,27]. Body temperatures influence fitness by determining the duration of
flight, which is thermally restricted [26,27] and required for
activities including mating, feeding and oviposition [26,28].
However, butterflies may overheat, which not only limits
flight time, but can also directly reduce the number of viable
eggs produced by each female [26]. Wing melanin is both heritable and increases with elevation for Colias species [29],
providing landscape-scale support for its thermoregulatory
function. Montane Colias also exhibit plasticity whereby
increased temperature during pupal development decreases
melanism [13,30]. The plasticity makes it difficult to infer
whether shifts in wing coloration in response to climate
change have a genetic basis. Wing melanism is a rare trait in
being both observable in museum specimens and having
calculable fitness consequences.
We can make specific predictions about the morphological
and demographic responses of Colias to climate change using a
set of microclimate, heat balance, demographic and evolutionary models that we have developed and validated [31]. Can
these phenotype-based models help understand shifts in quantitative phenotypes influenced by both genetics and plasticity?
The models predict that recent warming in Colorado has
increased both flight time and overheating risk for C. meadii,
resulting in fitness declines at lower elevations and fitness
increases at higher elevations in the absence of trait evolution
[28]. We estimate that directional selection shifts from favouring wing lightening to favouring wing darkening with
increasing elevation across C. meadii’s distribution but that seasonal and annual variation in climate causes the strength and
direction of selection to fluctuate [32]. The models suggest
that plasticity can facilitate evolution, particularly at lower
elevations with long seasons, by dampening variation in selection [33]. Phenological shifts associated with changes in
developmental rate can also reduce variation in selection [34].
Our initial analysis of historic C. meadii specimens from the
southern part of the species’ range (Southern Rocky Mountain
(RM) region below) underscored how environmental variability and interacting responses can complicate morphological
shifts [21]. Regression models indicated that the two thermoregulatory traits (wing melanism and setae length) increased
in the direction that would increase body temperature despite
climate warming and additional analysis suggested a phenological shift [21]. Analysis using multiple regression models
suggested melanism increased significantly both over time
and in cool seasons. Pupal temperature, date of collection
and an interaction between pupal temperature and date of
the collection also received support for model inclusion.
Estimates of the temporal trend may have been influenced by
interactions with these other predictors.
These previous results illustrate the potentially complex
interactions among phenological shifts, plasticity and evolution in response to climate change. We examine these
interactions using an expanded set of museum C. meadii
specimens, spanning two additional geographical regions.
We first test three hypothesized shifts over recent decades:
(i) temperatures during the development period have
increased, reflecting regional climate warming; (ii) warmer
developmental temperatures have advanced adult phenology; and (iii) thermoregulatory trait values have declined to
reduce the heat load associated with warming. However,
these declines may be lessened if phenological shifts enable
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or habitats, also complicate climate change responses [8]. These
interacting responses present challenges for studies using
museum specimens, because the specimens generally lack ecological context. However, specimens are often the only source
of historical phenotypic information and can be abundant for
taxa such as insects, particularly butterflies, which have been
favoured by collectors.
Supplementing morphological data from museum specimens with other types of data can clarify responses to
climate change by providing insight into ecological and evolutionary context [9]. For example, quantifying levels of stress
hormones in feathers addresses whether organisms face
environmental stress including diet limitation [10]. An isotopic study of penguin feathers revealed diet shifts over the
past century [11]. An analysis of the pollen composition on
declining bee species revealed relatively low taxonomic
diversity in the pollen of declining bumblebees [12]. Physiological evolution has been documented by repeating
historic experiments or reviving dormant eggs [13,14], but
inferring physiology directly from specimens is difficult.
Declines in body size have been a widespread response to
climate change in both endotherms and ectotherms [2,3] and
illustrate the potential of using natural history collections.
Larger body sizes in ectotherms typically result in higher equilibrium body temperatures, but also increase thermal inertia
and potentially reduce thermal stress in fluctuating environments [15]. Larger organisms incur higher overall, but lower
mass-specific, metabolic demands. Owing to the exponential
temperature dependence of ectotherm metabolic rates, the
same amount of warming will tend to cause greater increases
in metabolic rate in warm locations [16]. For example, several
salamander species have decreased their body sizes consistent
with the greater metabolic costs in a warmer climate [17].
Nevertheless, body size is associated with a host of life-history
and other traits [18] and as a result, the adaptive significance of
size reductions during climate warming is not always clear.
What studies exist of morphological shifts for other traits that
may have clearer adaptive significance?
We reviewed the literature to identify studies that used
museum collections to document animal morphological
changes other than size associated with climate change. The
16 studies meeting our criteria (electronic supplementary
material, Appendix S1) focused on vertebrates (primarily
rodents and birds) and shifts in coloration, cranial morphology
or body shape in response to temperature or precipitation.
Studies of traits other than coloration rarely (4/11) made explicit hypotheses for responses to climate change and seldom
(1/11) found strong responses (electronic supplementary
material, table S1). On the other hand, coloration studies
consistently and often accurately predicted climate change
responses, aided by mechanisms such as the direct link between
the degree of pigmentation and solar absorptivity of invertebrates [19,20] (table 1). All but one of the five studies of
coloration predicted observed shifts in the frequency of discrete
colour morphs with a known genetic basis (established by noncollection-based research either prior to or as part of the study),
allowing them to attribute the observed changes to evolution.
Here we further explore the exceptional case that failed
to predict shifts in coloration: our previous research on the continuous colour variation of Colias meadii butterflies in Colorado,
USA [21]. Colias body temperatures are influenced by two key
thermoregulatory traits: (i) increased melanism on the posterior ventral hindwings allows the butterflies to absorb more
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Table 1. Summary of previous studies using natural history collections to assess coloration shifts. We include the predicted and observed responses to climate change and whether they concur. See electronic supplementary material,
table S1 for additional morphological traits.
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Figure 1. (a) Colias meadii specimens (and populations) cluster in three regions according to topography: the Southern, Northern and Canadian Rocky Mountains.
(b) C. meadii declines in elevation with increasing latitude. (c) Temperatures during the developmental period (days 162– 202) have increased in recent decades in
each region (increase non-significant in Northern RM). We depict temperature data from representative weather stations (Northern RM region adjusted for elevation).
Dots indicate years with specimens in each region. On the map, heat colours indicate the elevation of specimens.
temperature tracking. We then examine how phenology,
temperature and year interact to influence thermoregulatory
traits. In particular, we look for evidence that higher pupal
temperatures decrease melanism via plasticity. The specimen
data offer a unique opportunity to examine phenotypic shifts,
but we acknowledge that we cannot control for some factors
that may vary over long time scales such as habitat, host
plant availability or cloud cover.

2. Methods
(a) Trait measurements
Colias meadii occurs in subalpine and alpine meadows above
2.5 km elevation throughout the Rocky Mountains (RM), from
northern New Mexico, USA to southern Alberta, Canada [27].
They have a single generation each year (univoltine) and diapause over the winter as 3rd instar larvae; the adult flight
season lasts four to six weeks in July and August (between
days 180 and 240). Individual butterflies live only a few days
and the flight season in any particular location is limited to several weeks, but the timing of the flight season can differ among
locations. We use date of collection to approximate adult phenology, but we note that it may be compromised by sampling
biases. We measured (methods below) the ventral hind-wing
melanism, thorax setae length and wing length ( proxy for

body size) for historical C. meadii specimens collected from
1953 to 2013 in three regions: Southern RM, Northern RM and
Canadian RM (figure 1). We analyse the regions separately
because they are genetically distinguished with clear evidence
of restricted gene flow between all three regions [35]. Maximum-parsimony models constructed using mitochondrial DNA
confirm that these three regions are genetically distinct, with
the Northern RM showing signs of earlier isolation [36].
We additionally focus on a single Southern RM site that is
well-sampled: Loveland Pass, Colorado, USA (39.66368N,
105.87928W, 3655 m).
We processed specimens from seven museums in the United
States and one private collector (details in electronic supplementary material, Methods in Appendix S2). Because the collections
contained relatively few females, we restricted our analyses to
males (Southern RM: N ¼ 493; Northern RM: N ¼ 205; Canadian
RM: N ¼ 163). Specimens for the Southern RM are those analysed previously [21] with the addition of some contemporary
field-collected specimens. The similar elevation clines between
sexes [37] suggest that they respond to climatic gradients similarly and our observations should be indicative of both sexes.
All specimens collected during or after 1953 (owing to the sparsity of earlier specimens and lack of climate data) were analysed
except for two Colorado specimens with anomalously early collection dates (electronic supplementary material, Appendix S2).
Specimens were photographed along with black and white
standards through a 100 mm macro lens in RAW format with a
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For each region, we selected a representative weather station that
occupies a high, relevant elevation and offers a near complete
record. For the Southern and Northern RM, we used stations
from the National Weather Service Cooperative Observed Program
(COOP) at Climax, CO (39.378 N, 106.188 W, 3514 m) and Moran
5WNW, WY (43.868 N, 110.598 W, 2072 m), respectively (data
retrieved from www.ncdc.noaa.gov). For the Canadian RM, we
used the Blue Hill Lookout, Alberta station (51.708 N, 115.228 W,
1951 m, data retrieved from http://climate.weather.gc.ca). The
Moran 5WNW weather station is substantially below most C.
meadii habitat in the Northern RM (25th, 50th and 75th percentiles:
3019, 3057 and 3144 m, respectively) and thus exhibits warmer
temperatures than the other weather stations. We used an environmental adiabatic lapse rate of 6.58C/1000 m to adjust the data up
500 m to facilitate plotting while not influencing results. (Shifting
up 1000 m resulted in colder temperatures than other sites.) We
chose to use daily maximum and minimum temperature data
from a representative weather station for all specimens within
each region because long-term data are lacking for most highelevation stations and, while interpolated datasets offered more
complete coverage, they can perform poorly at capturing temporal
variation for high-elevation sites in the Rocky Mountains [40].
We consider two temperature metrics as predictors: pupal
(Tp) and developmental (Td) temperatures. Based on previous
studies in the closely related Colias eriphyle [21], we predicted
that Tp might alter wing melanism via plasticity. We expect Td
(encompassing late larval and pupal development) to influence
phenology and forewing length, a proxy for body size [41]. Pupation lasts for 14 days at 208C for the closely related C eriphyle [13].
Slightly expanding the window to account for uncertainty in this
duration, we estimated Tp as the average of mean daily temperatures 26 to 6 days prior to the collection date. We further
expanded the window to include late larval development and
estimated Td as the average of mean daily temperatures 46 to 6
days prior to the mean flight date (day 208, i.e. days 162– 202).
We used fixed dates to estimate Td to indicate annual conditions
and avoid circularity in predicting phenology. We confirmed that
our results are qualitatively robust by varying the day range used
to estimate pupal and developmental temperatures. We focus on
temperature, but note that shifts in cloudiness and radiation
could also influence plasticity and evolution [21].

(c) Data analysis
We used maximum-likelihood spatial autoregressive (SAR)
models [42,43] with bootstrapping to account for sampling biases
and trait similarity owing to geographical proximity (function
spautolm in R package spdep; see the electronic supplementary
material, Appendix S2). We used an SAR error model with a
40 km threshold distance. We used a Moran’s I-test on the model
residuals to confirm that the SAR models fully accounted for
spatial autocorrelation [43]. We compared the SAR model output

3. Results
We sampled C. meadii specimens spread across the three
regions. Sampling was more extensive in the Southern RM
than in the Northern or Canadian RM (figure 1), particularly
in more recent years. Specimen elevation declines with latitude, at least in part owing to declines in the elevation of
suitable habitat. We find that mean daily temperatures
during the developmental period (days 162–202) have
increased in recent decades (1953–2013) in all regions
(Southern RM: slope + s.e.: 0.027 + 0.0040, z ¼ 6.7, p , 1029;
Northern RM: slope + s.e.: 0.053 + 0.0065, z ¼ 8.2, p , 10213;
Canadian RM: slope + s.e.: 0.095 + 0.010, z ¼ 9.2, p , 10217;
figure 2a). However, when we look at this trend using all
years, not just those with observations, this trend is only significant for the Southern and Canadian RM (Southern RM:
slope + s.e.: 0.023 + 0.0078, t ¼ 2.9, p , 0.01; Northern
RM: slope + s.e.: 0.011 + 0.0091, t ¼ 1.2, p ¼ 0.23; Canadian
RM: slope + s.e.: 0.036 + 0.017, t ¼ 2.1, p , 0.05; figure 1).
We detect shifts in wing melanization across recent decades
corresponding to increases in development temperature
(figure 2b). The direction of shifts, however, has varied across
regions: wings have darkened in the Southern RM (slope +
s.e.: 0.0013 + 0.00026, z ¼ 5.1, p , 1025), but lightened in the
Northern (slope + s.e.: 20.0026 + 0.00072, z ¼ 23.7, p ,
0.001) and the Canadian RM (slope + s.e.: 20.0017 +
0.00048, z ¼ 23.6, p , 0.001).
We next investigate whether phenological or phenotypic
plasticity can account for the shifts in melanization. We detect
suggestive, but non-significant, advancements in the phenology
of adult flight across time in the Northern and Canadian RM
(Southern RM: slope + s.e.: 0.021 + 0.046, z ¼ 0.5, p ¼ 0.64;
Northern RM: slope + s.e.: 0.13 + 0.064, z ¼ 2.1, p ¼ 0.09;
Canadian RM: slope + s.e.: 20.14 + 0.073, z ¼ 21.97, p ¼
0.054; figure 2c). When analysing phenology as a function of
developmental temperatures rather than time, we find that
phenology advances significantly with warmer developmental
temperatures in all regions (figure 3a). Multiple regression
models support shifts in phenology with both developmental
temperatures and time (table 2).
Statistical evidence for plasticity in wing melanism is
ambiguous (table 2). We hypothesized that increases in
pupal temperature (or later phenology as a proxy for
warmer temperatures in the seasonal environments) would
decrease wing melanism via plasticity (as in the closely
related C. eriphyle). In the Southern RM, we find evidence
for delayed phenology in later years increasing wing melanism (table 2). Although this observation is contrary to the
hypothesized plastic response, it could result from exposure
to cool late-season temperatures owing to the extended

5
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(b) Climate data

to linear models and found no qualitative differences in the
direction of the effects. The SAR model equations were either
response  predictor or response  predictor1  predictor2.
We accounted for uneven collection intensities by restricting
our analysis to 15 individuals per site per year. We randomly
sampled specimens each of the 50 times we repeated the analysis
and averaged across the iterations. Our inclusion of many collectors (by visiting numerous collections; electronic supplementary
material, Appendix S2) was designed to further limit spatial and
(within and across the season) temporal biases. We prioritized
sampling specimens in the Southern RM because it was the
location of our contemporary empirical research.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

Canon Rebel XSi mounted on a copy-stand. We developed a
MatLab program to assess the degree of wing melanism on the
posterior ventral hind-wing within a triangulated region between
the eyespot, hind-wing insertion and the wing margin [38,39].
Wing scales are pigmented by either melanin (dark) or pterin
(light). We calculated a grey level value between 0 (white) and
1 (black), which reflects the proportion of melanic scales. We
used a spectroreflectometer to verify grey level (n ¼ 60, correlation R 2 ¼ 0.78; see the electronic supplementary material,
Appendix S2). A digital micrometer was used to measure the
forewing of the specimen from the thoracic insertion to the
apex of the wing. We measured setal length directly on the ventral thorax with an ocular micrometer on a Wild M5 microscope
as the longest setae between the first and second leg.
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Figure 2. Across the three regions: (a) predicted development temperatures (mean daily temperature across days 162– 202) have been increasing over recent
decades. We only include years corresponding to specimens within each region. (b) Shifts in wing melanism (grey level) across recent decades vary among regions.
(c) C. meadii phenology (doy: day of year) has not shifted significantly. Colours indicate interactions with additional variables (a: mean phenology cross specimens,
b: pupal temperatures, c: wing melanism; grey indicates no temperature data. Black lines depict significant ( p , 0.05) regressions estimated from a spatial model
with bootstrapping.
flight season. Also contrary to the hypothesis for plasticity,
our two predictor analyses estimate that melanism increases
with increasing pupal temperatures in the Southern and
Northern RM and later phenology in the Northern RM
(table 2). Underlying levels of melanism are significant interactions among pupal temperature and year (Northern RM)
and pupal temperature and phenology (Northern and Canadian RM, table 2). These interactions highlight the challenge
of deciphering plastic and evolutionary determinants of
wing melanism.
The increases in wing melanism in the Southern RM and
decreases in wing melanism in the Northern and Canadian

RM remain when controlling for these interactions. We examine
the residuals of the model using pupal temperature, phenology
and their interaction to predict wing melanism (figure 3b).
The observations of increasing wing melanism over time
in the Southern RM (slope + s.e.: 0.0010 + 0.00026, z ¼ 4.0,
p , 0.001) and decreasing wing melanism in the Northern
(slope + s.e.: 20.0027 + 0.00071, z ¼ 23.9, p , 0.001) and
Canadian RM (slope + s.e.: 20.0015 + 0.00049, z ¼ 23.2, p ,
0.01) persist when attempting to control for plasticity by
accounting for these factors.
We also examine phenotypes across time at a single, wellsampled site: Loveland Pass, CO (electronic supplementary
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Figure 3. Across the three regions: (a) adult phenology advances with increases in developmental temperatures. We depict (colour) how phenology and developmental temperatures correspond to wing melanism; doy, day of year. (b) Observations of increasing melanism in the Southern RM region and decreasing
melanism in the Northern and Canadian RM regions over time persist when controlling for plasticity. We control for plasticity by analysing the residuals of
the relationship with phenology, pupal temperature and their interaction across the three regions. As in figure 2, we indicate pupal temperatures associated
with specimens (colour). Black lines depict significant ( p , 0.05) regressions estimated from a spatial model with bootstrapping.

material, figure S1). Examining a single site minimizes
potential confounding factors but requires analysing a
relatively low number of specimens that are clustered
temporally in sampling events. Neither phenology (slope +
s.e.: 0.24 + 0.13, t ¼ 1.9, p ¼ 0.08) nor wing melanism
(slope + s.e.: 0.00060 + 0.00049, t ¼ 1.2, p ¼ 0.26) shift significantly across time (electronic supplementary material,
figure S1).
We focus our analysis on wing melanism, but additionally analysed shifts in two additional phenotypic traits
related to thermoregulation (electronic supplementary
material, figure S2). Forewing length, a proxy for overall
body size, has increased over recent decades in the Southern
RM (slope + s.e.: 0.048 + 0.0052, z ¼ 9.3, p , 10214) but has
not shifted significantly in the Northern (slope + s.e.:
20.013 + 0.011, z ¼ 21.2, p ¼ 0.26) or the Canadian RM
(slope + s.e.: 20.027 + 0.022, z ¼ 21.1, p ¼ 0.25). The
length of setae on the thorax, which decreases heat loss, has
increased over recent decades in the Southern RM (slope +
s.e.: 0.024 + 0.0018, z ¼ 13.5, p , 10214) but has not exhibited
shifts in the less thoroughly sampled regions (Northern RM:
slope + s.e.: 0.0062 + 0.0033, z ¼ 1.9, p ¼ 0.08; Canadian RM:
slope + s.e.: 0.0031 + 0.0080, z ¼ 0.39, p ¼ 0.70) (electronic
supplementary material, figure S2).

4. Discussion
Our study of Colias butterflies and review of previous studies
highlight some of the difficulties inherent to detecting often
complex and interacting responses to climate change using
collections. Although specimens represent an unparalleled
resource for detecting phenotypic shifts, interpreting the drivers of these shifts and their underlying mechanisms is
challenging. Even in the well-studied Colias system, parsing
out the influence of phenological, plastic and evolutionary
responses is elusive. Sampling biases exacerbate this challenge. Nevertheless, recognizing the multiple, interacting
responses to climate change and developing approaches for
partitioning their contributions are essential to improving
our ability to forecast responses to climate change.
Testing predictions of our phenotype-based models provides insight into the drivers of the observed changes in
melanism—an increase in the Southern RM but decreases in
the Northern and Canadian RM—over recent decades.
Despite warming temperatures, we do not observe clear phenological shifts across time. However, we do find evidence
that phenology advances in years with warm temperatures
during the developmental period (figure 3a). These interactions among phenology, temperature and year complicate
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NRM

Td

*p , 0.05, **p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001.

melanism

melanism

melanism

SRM

phenology

NRM
CRM

region

response

20.8

1.7

2.1
3.0

0.3
2.2

20.8

4.8
2.3

23.5
21.1

210.0

z

**

*

***
*

***

***

p-value

phenology

year

year

year

20.03

0.09

0.08

0.10
0.05

20.38
0.22
0.17

0.05
0.08

0.09

0.04
0.07

0.08
0.14

0.04

s.e.

0.20
20.57

20.15

0.26
20.38

0.08
20.07

0.24

estimate
5.6

20.4

2.0

24.0
4.9

3.9
27.4

21.7

6.5
25.1

1.0
20.6

z

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

p-value

0.20

0.15

0.06
0.06

0.08
20.17

0.15

0.11
20.12

20.01
0.11

20.06

estimate

interaction
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predictor 2

21.5
20.1
1.3
2.8
21.5
2.1
1.8
23.9
0.9
1.4
2.4
3.2

z

s.e.
0.04
0.06
0.09
0.04
0.08
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.06

**

*

***

*

p-value
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predictor 1

Table 2. Results of SAR models with bootstrapping examining the correlations underlying phenotypes. Predictor variables were centred and scaled for comparability. Td and Tp are developmental and pupal temperatures (8C),
respectively. Phenology indicates day of year and melanism is quantiﬁed as a grey level. Signiﬁcant predictors and interactions are indicated by asterisks. Region codes: SRM, Southern RM; NRM, Northern RM; CRM, Canadian RM.
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